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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The changing face of risks in digital financial services
Digital financial services (DFS) have undoubtedly delivered substantial financial inclusion benefits and contributed immensely to economic growth and development. Among the positive impacts DFS have on consumers are improved saving behavior, empowerment through greater privacy, and the ability to better weather shocks. At the same time, DFS have exacerbated existing consumer risks and continue to introduce new and ever-evolving risks, given the dynamic nature of financial technology. These risks undermine the delivery of DFS to underserved and low-income consumers and, if ignored, are likely to erode consumer trust in DFS.

Our objectives and methodology
In October 2020, CGAP started research to understand the evolving nature and scale of DFS consumer risks as part of our work in consumer protection. The research seeks to identify new DFS consumer risks that have developed following the CGAP 2015 Focus Note, Doing Digital Finance Right: The Case for Stronger Mitigation of Consumer Risks, and to create a risk typology consistent with these developments. We also wanted to get a sense of how much DFS consumer risks have increased or decreased in the past several years. We believe that this information is critical for stakeholders that are interested in building a responsible DFS ecosystem.

Recognizing that some customer segments are more vulnerable to DFS consumer risks than others, this slide deck highlights risks that affect vulnerable consumers, particularly low-income women and rural populations, and explores how overindebtedness may arise as an outcome of a combination of DFS risks.

The deck summarizes the findings of our research, which is based on a review of over 170 publications, along with consultations with 74 experts from 33 organizations, as detailed in the Annex.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Who is the audience for this deck?
The deck aims to provide a comprehensive framework for various stakeholders, including policymakers, regulators, supervisors, funders, consumer organizations, and DFS providers on the evolution of the nature and scale of DFS consumer risks. Each stakeholder plays a role in building consumer awareness about risks and the capacity to avert these risks. The deck also outlines proactive measures stakeholders can take to mitigate risks and ensure that consumers maintain their trust in DFS.

DFS have introduced several new consumer risks, including mobile app fraud, synthetic identity fraud, authorized push payment scams, and artificial intelligence risks such as algorithmic bias. Concurrently, preexisting consumer risks such as SIM swap fraud, data breaches, social engineering scams, and Ponzi schemes have become more complex.

We have identified 66 DFS consumer risks which are grouped into:

- **Four broad risk types**: fraud, data misuse, lack of transparency, and inadequate redress mechanisms
- **Two cross-cutting risk types**: agent issues and network downtime

We considered other risk typologies, which are outlined in the annex, but settled on the chosen typology because of its simplicity.

It is worth noting that fraud, data misuse, and some network downtime and agent risks are directly linked to cyber security. Also, the two cross-cutting DFS consumer risk types – agent issues and network downtime – undermine the delivery of DFS to underserved and low-income consumers.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Some risks are outgrowing technological progress and DFS adoption. Based on available evidence, there has been a massive increase in the volume of records exposed. Fraudulent activity such as mobile app fraud, SIM swap fraud, account takeovers, and social media scams have also worsened. Anecdotal evidence additionally indicates that lack of transparency has deteriorated, while redress mechanisms show limited improvements in some countries.

50% of companies increased customer support in 2020, yet only 25% of customers received quicker responses or were able to connect with customer service.


257% increase in data created
2016–2020

481% increase in records exposed
Source: Statista (global data created); Risk Based Security "2020 Year End Report" (global number of records exposed).

38% increase in share of mobile app transactions
2019–2020

83% increase in share of fraudulent mobile app transactions
Source: Outseer Fraud and Payments Report, Q1 2018 and Q2 2021.
Low-income women and rural populations are likely to be more exposed to DFS consumer risks. While low-income women and rural segments face similar risks to other consumers, low levels of digital literacy and financial skills amplify their exposure to DFS risks. Rural women are the most adversely impacted. Women and rural populations experience risks that include agent fraud and failure to use complex phone interfaces. Social norms may also limit women’s ability to complain about DFS issues. Women and rural populations are also more likely to share their phone or PIN with others. Due to the paucity of disaggregated data, we were unable to assess the evolution of risks that affect women and rural populations.

A combination of several consumer risks may lead to overindebtedness. Evidence shows that digital platforms such as mobile applications and peer-to-peer (P2P) lending platforms have exposed consumers to risks that lead to overindebtedness. Unauthorized digital lending apps and P2P platforms, which mimic genuine apps and platforms, intrusively obtain customer data and offer desperate customers hassle-free but expensive digital loans. Agents then use abusive debt collection practices, such as social shaming, to pressure customers to repay their loans. Due to inadequate redress mechanisms, customers are unable to renegotiate their loans and must resort to negative coping strategies such as obtaining additional loans to repay existing loans or reducing food purchases.

There is an urgent need for proactive measures that maintain customer trust in DFS and ensure positive outcomes. Regulators and supervisors can develop systems to detect and monitor risks. They can also collect disaggregated data and develop coordination mechanisms to engage other sector regulators. Donors and investors can integrate consumer risk analysis in DFS project design. DFS providers can design customer-centric services that promote financial health and positive customer outcomes. Consumer groups can raise customer awareness and alert supervisors about risks while researchers can continue to fill the gaps this research has identified. For further information, see CGAP’s Market Monitoring Toolkit, Collective Consumer Voice research, and Customer-Centric Guide.
I. BENEFITS OF DIGITAL FINANCIAL SERVICES (DFS)
Positive impacts DFS have on consumers

✓ Improve saving behavior
✓ Empowerment through greater privacy
✓ Spend less money and time
✓ Better prepared to deal with shocks and recover faster
✓ Consumption smoothing

Source: Mastercard Foundation Evidence Gap Map.

A study in Uganda found that the probability of saving, borrowing, and receiving remittances increased by 25, 22, and 82 percentage points, respectively, in households that had a mobile money user (Munyegera and Matsumoto 2017). Another study found that women who received a microfinance loan on their mobile money account experienced 15 percent higher business profits and 11 percent higher levels of business capital (Riley 2019).

In Mexico, when the Oportunidades program switched its payment system from cash to electronic disbursements, remittance reception frequency increased and participation in informal saving decreased. The change also reduced the use of negative coping strategies such as reduced food consumption (Masino and Niño-Zarazúa 2014).

A randomized controlled trial in Bangladesh that introduced electronic wage payments to a population of salaried factory workers increased saving levels and the ability to cope with unanticipated shocks (Breza et al. 2017).

An assessment in Kenya of the uptake and impact of M-shwari, one of the world’s most popular digital credit products, revealed that households that used M-shwari were 6.3 percent less likely to forego expenses due to negative shocks (Bharadwaj et al. 2019).

In Ghana, Tigo Family Care (Tigo), a “freemium” mobile insurance cover launched in 2010, facilitated the doubling of Ghana’s insurance market in less than three years. By early 2013, Tigo had extended its basic life cover to 978,000 people, much higher than the 540,000 Ghanaians (5.4 percent of the country’s adults) who had formal insurance in 2010 (Zetterli 2013).
BENEFITS OF DIGITAL FINANCIAL SERVICES

DFS CAN EVEN INCREASE ACCESS TO ESSENTIAL SERVICES

But all these benefits can be undermined by risks. If ignored, risks are likely to erode consumer trust in DFS

Our research shows promising ways for digital finance to address development challenges. Digital finance can foster efficiency and enable new business models, such as pay-as-you-go (PAYGo), which expand access by low-income households to essential services such as lighting, water, and cooking fuel (Waldron and Sotiriou 2019).

In Cote d’Ivoire, a pilot survey to assess the impact of a short-term digital education loan product delivered through cooperatives revealed it helped increase the rate of children starting school from 49 to 73 percent (Vidal and Barbon 2018).

However, the benefits of DFS may be undermined by risks which, if ignored, are likely to erode consumer trust in DFS. Consumers have a lot to gain from DFS, but the opportunities they present are not without risks. Perceived consumer risks may discourage nonusers from embracing DFS. For users, risks that materialize may cause direct financial losses and other harms that erode their trust and confidence in DFS.
II. A NEW DFS CONSUMER RISK TYPOLGY
EXISTING RISKS HAVE BECOME MORE COMPLEX

DFS consumer risks have worsened over time

SIM swap fraud. While SIM swap fraud is a global issue, it is more frequently observed in developing countries (Farooq 2019). Although currently there is no global evidence to show the evolution of this risk, evidence from South Africa shows the increase in SIM swap fraud was higher than the mobile adoption growth rate (SABRIC 2019; World Bank DataBank).

Data breaches. There has been a massive increase in the number of records exposed over the past several years, associated with increased data generated from the use of social media and the internet of things. Based on available data, the increase in records exposed is growing at a faster rate than the rate of data creation.

Social engineering scams. Social engineering tactics are not solely limited to phishing (fraudulent emails that induce people to reveal personal information, which is then used to commit fraud), but also include smishing (phishing via text message) and vishing (phishing via voice call). Smishing and vishing are the main fraud vectors used to target low-income earners who predominantly use mobile-based DFS platforms. Social engineering scams have been more prevalent over the past few years, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic (Medine 2020). Another growing social engineering scam that affects smartphone users is Quick Response (QR) code fraud, which happens when scammers temper with legitimate QR codes to steal customers’ information and money.

Unlicensed digital investment/Ponzi schemes. The advent of cryptocurrencies has led to the emergence of cryptocurrency-based Ponzi schemes. These schemes usually persuade low-income earners who do not have the skills to use complex crypto platforms to transfer their funds to unscrupulous actors promising to invest in crypto assets on their behalf. Such schemes win the trust of low-income earners because they operate similarly to mutual aid networks (saving groups low-income people are used to).

Other risks include liability allocation risk, mis-selling, undisclosed fees, and abusive debt collection practices.
NEW DFS CONSUMER RISKS HAVE EMERGED

We identified five relative “newcomer” risks since since CGAP conducted DFS consumer risk research in 2015

1. Mobile app fraud. Given the increased adoption of smartphones, mobile app fraud is globally on the rise (RSA 2020; Fu and Mishra 2020a). Mobile app fraud occurs when a fraudster uses a malicious mobile application to deceive a customer. Google’s Next Billion Users research estimates that by 2025, there will be a billion more first-time smartphone users who likely have lower incomes and less formal education, live in less developed areas with more unreliable internet, possess limited exposure to technology, and have low confidence in how to use it. If deliberate actions are not taken to protect inexperienced users, more people will be exposed to mobile app fraud.

2. Biometric identity fraud. Biometrics are useful for risk mitigation. However, fraudsters can obtain copies of fingerprints or high-resolution pictures to access customer accounts, biometric data storage can be breached, and legal limitations may lead to data misuse (Stolba 2020; Medine 2017). Europol (2020a) notes that “[i]n the future, law enforcement and industry should expect to see an increased use of voice biometrics to commit impersonation fraud.”

3. Authorized push payment (APP) scams. An APP scam occurs when a fraudster tricks a consumer into sending money to a criminally controlled account. KPMG’s Global Banking Fraud Survey (2019b) notes that APP scams increased between 2015 and 2018 in every region of the world (see slide 22). The United Kingdom reported a 15 percent increase in the number of APP scam cases in 2020 (Michael and Smith 2021).
NEW DFS CONSUMER RISKS HAVE EMERGED

Five relative “newcomer” risks identified since CGAP’s 2015 research

4. Synthetic identity fraud. Synthetic ID fraud happens when “new identities are made by blending elements from multiple individuals, making the uncovering of fraudulent transactions more complicated” (FICO 2018). This type of fraud is a problem that is growing in sophistication, intensity, and frequency (Aite Group 2021; FICO 2018). The Federal Reserve Banks (2021) recently developed a common definition to better equip financial services providers (FSPs) to identify and mitigate synthetic ID fraud. Synthetic fraud is worrying because unlike other types of fraud, it can simultaneously affect several customers but make it difficult to identify who has been impacted.

5. Artificial intelligence (AI)-related risks. While AI is not new, autonomous learning in AI has introduced newer risks for DFS users such as algorithmic bias/discrimination, mis-selling, privacy intrusion, and opaque decision-making (World Bank 2021; OECD 2020a, 2020b; Sahay et al.; Dvara Research 2020; Chugh 2019; Francis et al. 2017; Hurly and Adebayo 2017; European Commission 2016). Unfortunately, consensus currently does not exist on benchmarks that can be used to measure or assess AI’s relationship with broader societal discussions (Zhang, et al. 2021; Mishra et al. 2020).
CGAP categorization of identified DFS risks

Given the changing nature of DFS consumer risks, CGAP has identified 66 risks and grouped them into four broad risk types and two cross-cutting risk types.

**Four broad risk types**
- **FRAUD**
  - Examples: SIM swap fraud, Mobile app fraud
- **DATA MISUSE**
  - Examples: Algorithmic bias, Unfair practices e.g., social shaming
- **LACK OF TRANSPARENCY**
  - Examples: Undisclosed fees, Complex user interface
- **INADEQUATE REDRESS MECHANISMS**
  - Examples: Complex redress process, Expensive complaints handling system

**Two cross-cutting risk types**
- **AGENT-RELATED RISKS**
  - Examples: Liquidity challenges, agent fraud, discrimination based on social status
- **NETWORK DOWNTIME**
  - Examples: Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks, insufficiently tested system upgrade, power outage

We also found that fraud and data misuse are directly linked to cybersecurity while lack of transparency and inadequate redress mechanisms have no direct link to cybersecurity. The two cross-cutting risks also share some elements with all four broad risks. Please refer to the annex for a detailed list of the 66 old and new risks identified, as well as definitions of the four broad risk types and two cross-cutting risk types.
III. EVOLUTION OF THE SCALE OF DFS RISKS*

* See further examples in Annex
THE SCALE OF DFS CONSUMER RISKS HAS INCREASED IN MOST CASES

Available evidence and data since 2015 show an increase in scale for most risk types identified by CGAP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk type</th>
<th>Global</th>
<th>Regions*</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. Lack of transparency</td>
<td>![Orange Arrow]</td>
<td>![Orange Arrow]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Inadequate redress mechanisms**</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>![Red Arrow]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Red arrow: Available data show an overall increase in value or volume.

Orange arrow: Literature suggests an increase in value or volume without supporting data.

N/A: Reliable information and data are not available or sufficient to determine increase or decrease of the risk.


**In some countries, there is evidence of improvements after government intervention (e.g. China and India).
MOBILE APP FRAUD* IS RISING FASTER THAN MOBILE APP USAGE

Based on exploratory work using high-frequency mobile app data for 71 countries, Fu and Mishra (2020) note an increase in the scale and scope of fraudulent and predatory finance mobile apps over the past several years, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Analysis of data from Outseer’s** quarterly fraud reports indicates that between 2016 and 2020, the share of fraudulent transactions via mobile apps increased by 104 percent while the share of transactions via mobile apps increased by 34 percent. Consistent with Fu and Mishra’s study, the increase in the share of fraudulent transactions and the increase in transactions via mobile apps were both more pronounced during the COVID-19 pandemic. Between 2019 and 2020, the share of fraudulent mobile app transactions increased by 83 percent while the share of transactions via mobile apps increased by 38 percent.

In the third quarter of 2020, rogue mobile apps became the primary source of fraud, overtaking phishing which had previously been the predominant attack vector (Spajić 2021; RSA 2018, 2020; Outseer 2021).

* RSA defined mobile app fraud as “mobile applications using an organization’s brand without permission.”

** Outseer is a new company created by RSA. The formal transition of RSA’s fraud and intelligence business was officially announced on June 9, 2021. Before the new company was created, all the fraud reports were published by RSA.

Percentage change in share of fraudulent mobile app transactions and share of mobile app transactions (globally)

Source: Adapted from the Outseer Fraud and Payments Report, Q2 2021, and RSA Quarterly Fraud Reports, Q1 2018 and Q3 2020.
MOBILE APP FRAUD IS RISING FASTER THAN MOBILE SMARTPHONE USAGE

An in-depth analysis of Android mobile money apps across 246 mobile money providers revealed that some branchless Android banking apps put users at greater risk than legacy systems do (Reaves et al. 2015).

Mobile app fraud incidents in South Africa’s banking sector increased by over 90 percent between 2017 and 2018 while the number of smartphone users increased by 10.3 percent (Accenture 2020; SABRIC 2018; Statista 2021).

In India and Kenya, reports indicate that fraudulent and predatory lending apps have exposed digital credit customers to abusive lenders (Duflos et al. 2021; Mukharji 2021; Palepu 2021; Singh 2021a, 2021b; Faux 2020).
ANECDOTALLY, SIM SWAP FRAUD IS INCREASING FASTER THAN MOBILE ADOPTION

SIM swap fraud is a legitimate service offered by mobile network operators, enabling customers to move mobile details from one mobile device to another when changing or upgrading devices or changing service providers. SIM swap fraud occurs when a scammer initiates a porting request and takes control of a customer's mobile account, including services linked to the account such as mobile money or mobile banking. However, most countries do not publish SIM swap fraud statistics and published figures are sometimes unreliable (Priezkalns 2021).

“While SIM swap fraud is a global phenomenon, it is most frequently observed in developing countries.”

–Farooq (2019)

Between 2017 and 2020, SIM swap fraud incidents in South Africa (SA) increased by 233 percent while the number of mobile cellular subscribers increased by 8.4 percent (SABRIC annual reports 2018 & 2020; World Bank DataBank). In annual percentage terms, two of the three years analyzed recorded a larger increase in SIM swap fraud incidents than the change in mobile cellular subscribers. Of the three SIM swap fraud channels, mobile (i.e., via USSD) - often used by low-income earners - accounted for more than 90 percent of SIM swap fraud incidents in 2018 and 2019 and 88 percent in 2020 of all digital banking fraud incidents in SA.

SIM swap fraud has been reported in other countries, such as Mozambique, where the largest bank had a monthly average of 17.2 SIM swap cases, and Brazil, where 5,000 people fell victim to an organized SIM swap gang (Assolini and Tenreiro 2019).
The rise of digital Ponzi schemes may impend the existence of genuine investment schemes

One of the most notable Ponzi schemes perpetuated in the last decade was Ezubao, a Chinese peer-to-peer (P2P) scheme that collapsed in 2015 after collecting over US$9 billion from more than 900,000 investors. A recent study by Cheng et al. (2021) shows that Ezubao’s collapse indirectly impacted other legal P2P companies.

Impact of the Ezubao P2P scheme (Cheng et al. 2021)

- Exogenous shock to a legal P2P company, Renrendai.
- Loan amounts reduced while interest rates rose.
- All players (lenders, borrowers, and the firm) were affected.

The volume of digital Ponzi schemes continues to increase (ITU 2020). In developing and emerging markets, new schemes leverage cryptocurrencies, claiming to be mutual aid networks that mimic the informal savings groups and village banks that people in such markets are used to. Fund managers convince consumers who do not know how to operate crypto platforms to hand their funds over so the managers can invest in crypto assets on their behalf.

MMM, a scheme that originated in Russia, is another example. The scheme collapsed in 1994 but reemerged in 2011 with a global reach of 80 countries. It mainly targeted developing and emerging countries such as Colombia, Ghana, India, Indonesia, Nigeria, Ghana, and Zimbabwe (Solli 2019; Boshmaf et al. 2019; Chalwe-Mulenga and Duflos 2021). Other schemes include Africrypt “hack,” which emerged in South Africa and involved approximately $3.6 billion; Mirror Trading International (MTI), another South African scheme involving $588 million and affecting over 260,000 investors globally; and Dunamiscoin Resources, which emerged in Uganda and closed in 2019 after collecting US$2.7 million from 4,000 investors (Mureithi 2021; Henderson and Prinsloo 2021).
OTHER FRAUD TYPES HAVE ALSO INCREASED IN VOLUME AND VALUE, ESPECIALLY DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

Regional fraud trends between 2015 and 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fraud Type</th>
<th>Americas</th>
<th>Europe, Middle East and Africa</th>
<th>Asia-Pacific</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Authorized Push Payments (APP) scams*</td>
<td>Increased</td>
<td>Increased</td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Card not present fraud</td>
<td>Increased</td>
<td>Increased</td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity theft/impersonation/account takeover</td>
<td>Increased</td>
<td>Increased</td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: KPMG Global Banking Fraud Survey, conducted across 43 retail banks between November 2018 and February 2019.

“APP scams happen “when a customer is coerced into transferring their money to an account controlled by the fraudster, on the pretext of them being a legitimate payee.” Source: KPMG Global Banking Fraud Survey.

KPMG’s Global Banking Fraud Survey (2019b) notes that over half of survey respondents globally experienced increases in external fraud such as APP scams, card not present fraud, and identity theft.

The Global COVID-19 FinTech Market Rapid Assessment Study indicates that for all products surveyed, cyber security risk perception grew at a higher rate than transaction volumes (except for payments). The study further notes that cyber security risk perception was higher in emerging and developing economies (21 percent) than in advanced economies (16 percent).

Fintech industry growth vs cyber risk perception, YoY percent change: July 2019/July 2020

Between 2016 and 2020 the number of records exposed increased by 481 percent while data created increased by 257 percent. Between 2017 and 2020, the average annual increase in total number of records exposed globally was 80 percent and the annual increase in volume of data created was 38 percent (Risk Based Security 2020). Records exposed increased from 0.8 billion in 2015 to 37.2 billion in 2020, the highest-ever number recorded in the history of the Risk Based Security report; global data created during the same period increased from 15.5 zettabytes to 64.2 zettabytes (Statista 2021). Between 2016 and 2020, three out of five years recorded a larger annual percentage increase in number of records exposed than increase in the amount of data generated (also check Chalwe-Mulenga and Duflos 2021). It is worth noting that the severity score* steadily increased throughout 2020 to an average of 5.71 in Q4 compared to 4.75 in Q1.

KPMG’s Consumer Loss Barometer (2019a) indicates that consumers in the Americas (43 percent) reported the highest level of information compromise, followed by Asia Pacific (39 percent), then Europe, Middle East, and Africa (35 percent). It is worth noting that data breaches have been identified as among the top risks for users of emerging open banking systems (Carr et al. 2018; Korobov 2020).

* Measured on a scale from zero to 10, breach severity is derived from number of records lost, how the incident occurred, type of data exposed, and a variety of other factors.
The average time to identify and contain a data breach increased from 257 days in 2017 to 287 days in 2021 due to the increased sophistication of cyber attacks that expose customer data.

IBM (2020) notes that the financial and health sectors had the longest data breach lifecycles: 233 and 326 days, respectively. Since the average time to identify and contain a data breach is linked to the total cost of the breach, the average cost of a data breach is projected to rise in the coming years.

IBM (2021) notes that for companies operating in industries with stricter regulatory environments (e.g., the financial sector), more costs accrue in the years following a breach.

While consumers may not be aware that their data has been exposed, a data breach can carry extreme consequences for them.

Average time required to identify and contain a data breach, 2015–2021

Source: Adapted from IBM’s global Cost of a Data Breach Reports, 2016 to 2021.
ANECDOTAL EVIDENCE SHOWS TRANSPARENCY HAS WORSENED OVERALL

A global survey of 36 Consumers International members from 32 low- and middle-income countries revealed that the top-four most significant challenges DFS consumers faced in 2020 were related to lack of transparency (Consumers International 2021).

In the digital credit space, evidence suggests a correlation between lack of transparency and default or late repayment of digital loans (Izaguirre et al. 2018a; Izaguirre et al. 2018b; Kaffenberger et al. 2018). This implies that worsening transparency may be a contributing factor in countries where consumers have experienced increasing levels of default or late repayment. For example, in countries such as Kenya, India, Indonesia, and Philippines, users of mobile app and P2P loans have experienced higher levels of loan default in the recent past – partly attributed to a lack of understanding of loan pricing and terms/conditions (Faux 2020; Singh 2021a; Singh 2021b; Prakarsa 2020; CNN Philippines 2021). Worsening transparency issues may also be due to the increased complexity of user interfaces, given that more people with low digital and financial skills now use smartphones (Google Next Billion Users research).

Improvements in transparency were noted in Kenya, however, after introduction of a regulation that required mobile providers to display pricing via mobile phone – as evidenced by an increase in the number of customers who knew the cost of mobile money (Mazer 2018).

The most significant challenges facing DFS consumers

- Undisclosed level of financial risk passed to the consumer: 73%
- Unfair contract terms and conditions: 86%
- Hidden or inflated charges/fees: 86%
- Contract terms not explained clearly: 88%

Source: Adapted from the Consumers International survey, The Role of Consumer Organisations to Support Consumers of Financial Services in Low- and Middle-Income Countries, conducted in 2020.
FORMAL REDRESS CHANNELS ARE UNKNOWN OR EXPENSIVE, BUT DATA ARE LIMITED

Global and regional data and evidence on the evolution of risks related to inadequate redress mechanisms are limited.

Based on qualitative consumer research in Bangladesh, Colombia, and Uganda, on average, only 11 percent of customers who experienced difficulties with mobile money reported it via a formal complaints channel such as a customer care center (McKee et al. 2015).

In Tanzania and Kenya, only 5 percent and 10 percent of digital borrowers, respectively, ever contacted customer care with a question, concern, or complaint about a digital loan (Kaffenberger et al. 2018).

In Cambodia, a survey of client perspectives on consumer protection revealed that "many consumers are unaware of how to access FSPs’ complaint resolution mechanisms, and some are unlikely to use them even if the process is clear" (Kumari 2020).

A study in Indonesia revealed that call centers were the most expensive channel for dispute resolution. A majority of consumers (82 percent), therefore, used agents as the main complaints channel. Moreover, 84 percent of users preferred to incur costs at agents for dispute resolution compared to 57 percent who contacted call centers (Mohammad and Pelupessy 2017).

Experian’s 2021 Global Identity and Fraud survey in 10 countries shows that 50 percent of companies surveyed increased their customer support in 2020. However, only about 25 percent of consumers indicated that they received quicker responses from customer service and were able to connect with customer service if they got stuck online.
REDRESS IS A COMPLEX AND CUMBERSOME PROCESS FOR CONSUMERS

India is an example of a country where this is the case

In India, the proportion of complaints related to digital transactions (e.g., mobile/electronic banking, ATM/debit cards, credit cards) reported to the banking ombudsman (BO) rose from 33 percent (64,607) in 2018–2019 to 45 percent (137,823) in 2019–2020, accounting for the largest proportion of all complaints.

Between February 2019 and June 2020, a total of 2,951 complaints were reported to the Ombudsman Scheme for Digital Transactions (OSDT) – a new scheme launched in 2019 to cover digital complaints from customers of nonbank system participants regulated by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI).

An analysis of maintainable complaints* indicates that between 2017–2018 and 2019–2020, the total number of maintainable complaints and total rejected maintainable complaints increased. However, the rejection rate dropped from 34 percent to 28 percent, indicating that the quality of complaints reported improved. The slight improvement in the quality of complaints may be attributed to sensitization programs undertaken by the RBI.

Nonetheless, in 2019–2020, 72 percent of all complaints received by the BO were from metropolitan and urban areas, while rural and peri-urban areas accounted for 10 percent and 18 percent, respectively. A full 98 percent of rejected complaints were due to filing on wrong grounds and not following the procedure, indicating that people do not understand the complaints filing system. Despite a few improvements, reports indicate that overall, the redress system in India is complex and burdensome, particularly for low-income earners in rural areas who, in most cases, do not even know that the BO exists. The complexity is aggravated by the modularization of the financial sector (Sane 2021; Chivukula 2021).

Analysis of maintainable complaints related to digital transactions rejected by India’s banking ombudsman

Source: Compiled by the authors based on information from RBI’s 2020 Banking Ombudsman Scheme, 2006, Ombudsman Scheme for NBFCs, 2018, and Ombudsman Scheme for Digital Transactions, 2019: Annual Report – July 1, 2019, to June 30, 2020.

* Maintainable complaints are those made to the BO, relating to the grounds of a complaint specified in Clause 8 of the Banking Ombudsman Scheme (BOCS) of 2006 and in line with the requirements laid down in the scheme. Complaints that do not meet the set standards are rejected.
LACK OF AGENT LIQUIDITY PREVENTS CONSUMERS FROM TRANSACTING

Although new agent liquidity management solutions such as super-agents, overdraft facilities, and predictive algorithms for agents (Rodriguez et al. 2019; Wright and Bersudskaya 2017) may help improve agent liquidity, lack of agent liquidity is still a persistent problem in some countries (Genga et al. 2018; Kiarie et al. 2018; Harihareswara et al. 2019; Holly et al. 2020).

This is common where agents are in remote locations far from DFS provider branches. In Zambia, lack of agent liquidity has been noted as “a recurring and critical issue that impacts the spread of agent businesses in rural and hard-to-reach places” (Holly et al. 2020; Harihareswara et al. 2019).

Supply-side evidence shows that some countries have recorded improvements in agent liquidity management. In India, the proportion of agents who had liquidity (always/sometimes) delivered to them increased from 6 percent in 2015 to 22 percent in 2017. Over that same period, the number of agents who travelled (sometimes/always) to rebalance float reduced from 94 percent to 81 percent (Mehrotra et al. 2018).

However, due to the paucity of demand-side evidence, it is hard to establish if the improved liquidity management reported by agents has benefitted consumers. For example, 48 percent of Indian customers in urban areas and 36 percent in rural areas reported float or cash unavailability as an issue when transacting (CGAP and MSC 2020). Additionally, based on data reported by Genga et al. (2018) and Kiarie et al. (2018), in all countries surveyed, the proportion of customers who encountered agents without float was higher than the proportion of transactions agents denied due to lack of liquidity.
NETWORK DOWNTIME MAY RESULT IN RISKY CUSTOMER BEHAVIOR AND LOSS OF CONFIDENCE IN THE FINANCIAL SECTOR

In 2015, DFS customers identified network downtime as a top concern (McKee et al. 2015; Ahmed and Gomez 2015; Zimmerman and Baur-Yazbeck 2016). Although data to show the evolution of network downtime issues at agent outlets are not available, recent evidence shows that network downtime issues have worsened globally (see slide 30).

Network downtime may lead to risky behavior, for example, a customer leaving cash, their PIN, or their phone with an agent who would complete the transaction once the network is restored. Network downtime can interrupt the day-to-day activities of customers and lead to their loss of confidence in formal financial services.

In 2016, an abrupt four-day shutdown of mobile money services in Uganda left millions without access to funds and utilities such as water and electricity (Zimmerman and Baur-Yazbeck 2016).

Proportion of agents and customers who reported experiencing downtime

Source: Genga et al. 2018, based on data from ANA surveys.

* Data were not available for agents who reported experiencing downtime (Uganda).
DDoS attacks – a network downtime risk – are increasing in size and frequency

Network downtime is a broad issue which may be attributed to problems such as poor infrastructure, power outages, or malicious attacks such as distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks. A DDoS attack occurs when multiple systems flood the bandwidth or resources of a targeted system. It may happen if hackers attempt to flood a network with unusually high volumes of data traffic in order to paralyze it. Estimates show that while mobile cellular speed will more than triple by 2023 to 43.9 Mbps from 13.2 Mbps in 2018, the number of DDoS attacks will double to 15.4 million by 2023 from 7.9 million in 2018 (Cisco 2020).

Cisco’s Annual Internet Report (2020–2023) indicates that between 2018 and 2019, the global frequency of DDoS attacks rose by 39 percent while attacks between 100–400 Gbps grew by 776 percent. Over the same period, the average DDoS attack size was 1 Gbps – enough to take most organizations completely offline.

A 2020 security breach on a consumer finance aggregator, mainly affecting bank-to-mobile-wallet transfers, led to an indefinite suspension of mobile money transactions by the largest mobile money provider in Uganda (Kafeero 2020).

Refer to the annex for additional examples of the evolution of DFS consumer risks.
IV. VULNERABLE CONSUMERS AND DFS RISKS
Low-income women are more vulnerable to DFS consumer risks

Low digital, financial, and literacy skills amplify DFS consumer risks for women

There is limited disaggregated data to assess the evolution of DFS consumer risks that affect women. Anecdotal evidence suggests that women are more vulnerable to DFS consumer risks than men.

Financial and digital skills of rural women and men

This is mainly because women generally have lower digital, financial, and literacy skills than men (GPFI 2020; GSMA 2020; Toronto Centre 2018; Wechsler and Siwakoti 2020). There is need for financial inclusion and consumer protection stakeholders to collect more gender-disaggregated data. When women with low financial and digital skills are given access to DFS, they are exposed to various risks as they may not understand DFS terms and/or prices and often become victims of fraud.

In Indonesia, after the digitalization of the Program Keluarga Harapan (PKH) – a government-to-person (G2P) program that benefited about 10 million people – it was found that nearly half (44 percent) of women surveyed relied on ATM security guards, agents, and family members to help them withdraw money from their accounts. Additionally, many women reported that they preferred to access their money via an agent rather than an ATM because agents completed the full transaction on their behalf.

Studies also show that women may not change their default PIN or may use the same PIN as others in the community to reduce errors. They also sometimes hand their phone over to an agent (Theis et al. 2020; IDEO.org and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation 2019; Wright et al. 2018).

EXAMPLES OF DFS CONSUMER RISKS FOR LOW-INCOME WOMEN

Several DFS risks affect low-income women but evidence of the evolution of risks is limited.

Four broad risk types:

- **FRAUD**
  Example: • Ponzi schemes

  Women are more likely to suffer losses in a Ponzi scheme, according to one study in China.

- **DATA MISUSE**
  Example: • Algorithmic bias

  Due to skewed data, women are more likely to experience algorithmic discrimination.

- **LACK OF TRANSPARENCY**
  Example: • Complex user interface

  More women have access to smart phones, but few have appropriate digital skills to read contract terms and pricing information.

- **INADEQUATE REDRESS MECHANISMS**
  Example: • Social norms/fewer female agents

  E.g., women may fail to complain about DFS issues when they find a male agent.

Two cross-cutting risk types:

- **AGENT-RELATED RISKS**
  Agent fraud – E.g., female customers are more likely to suffer misconduct, according to evidence from Ghana.

- **NETWORK DOWNTIME**
  Due to lower digital and literacy skills, women are more likely to engage in risky customer behavior e.g. leaving phone with other people, including agents, when the network is down.
SOCIAL NORMS AND AGENT MISCONDUCT POSE CHALLENGES FOR WOMEN

Women prefer female agents, but they are less available and more likely to overcharge

In the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Chamboko et al. (2020) found evidence of “assortative gender matching in agent banking transactions, as clients prefer to transact with agents of their own gender.” They also note that women prefer female agents even when they are less available, especially “when making high-value transactions and when they have higher account balances.”

In Bangladesh, IFC (2018) found that 52 percent of women expressed a clear preference for female agents despite a 99 percent chance of finding male agents.

Women prefer to stand side-by-side with agents, which is considered improper in most cultures, especially in Pakistan and Bangladesh (IDEO.org and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation 2019; Kabir and Klugman 2019). Female agents are also perceived to be more patient, making them better candidates for the teaching role of agents. Unfortunately, most women do not aspire to become agents.

However, disturbing evidence in Ghana shows that female agents are more likely to engage in “misconduct.” Based on a census of the mobile money market across 166 low-income communities in Eastern Ghana, Annan (2021) found evidence of a “gender misconduct gap.” Overall, 25 percent of mobile money transactions are overcharged and while both male and female agents overcharge clients, female agents are 37 percent more likely to overcharge both male and female clients.
**WOMEN ARE TARGETS OF FRAUDULENT SCHEMES AND ONLINE ABUSE**

Anecdotal evidence reveals that women are more likely to experience social shaming and higher losses in Ponzi schemes

**Female Ponzi investors are more susceptible to investor affinity**

A study in China sought to examine how investor affinity (in terms of gender and age) affects the propagation of a Ponzi scheme and how investors suffer losses. The study found that female investors who are introduced into a Ponzi scheme by other female investors are more likely to suffer losses when the scheme – whether digital or not – collapses (Huang et al. 2021).

According to recent journalistic reports in Argentina, a high-profile celebrity allegedly lured several women into a feminist “telares de abundancia” (“abundance looms”) pyramid scheme. Marketed through social media and WhatsApp solidarity groups, the scheme leveraged feminist activism due to worsening economic conditions and injustices perpetrated against women (Schwartz and Herrera 2020; Bleszynska 2021; Gibbings 2020; Fahsbender 2019). Reports further indicate that such schemes are increasingly common in other parts of Latin America.

**Female DFS users may be asked to provide “naked collateral”**

In 2016 and 2017, media reports in China indicated that female students were told to submit images of themselves naked or performing lewd acts as collateral for app-based digital loans. The lenders then threatened to post the photos on social media if the women failed to repay their debt. One media house found a “naked collateral” file with over 160 female college students holding identity cards (Zhang and Woo 2017; Bradsher and Tang 2017). These activities happened in the unregulated digital credit market, which was booming in China at the time. It is worth noting that women are more likely to be victims of online abuse (Sambasivan et al. 2019).

There is need for proactive measures to ensure that aggressive debt collection practices do not happen, especially in markets where app-based digital credit is new.
VULNERABLE CONSUMERS AND DFS RISKS

RURAL POPULATIONS ARE MORE VULNERABLE TO DFS RISKS

Like women, rural populations have low digital, financial, and literacy skills, which amplifies DFS consumer risks.

- More agent fraud
- More agent liquidity challenges
- Fewer agents
- Lower product and price awareness
- Lower awareness about alternative redress channels
- Poor mobile network coverage

Due to the low usage of DFS in rural areas, evidence of actual risks that affect rural population areas is anecdotal.

Rural areas generally have fewer DFS options and agents than urban areas (Mustafa et al. 2017; Unnikrishnan et al. 2019). Therefore, scant evidence is available on the scale of DFS consumer risks.

The few people in rural areas who use DFS face similar or, in some cases, the same risks as low-income women. Risks are also compounded when rural consumers are female. A study in Indonesia found that awareness about transaction charges for payment accounts was 15 percent, and consumer ignorance enabled agents to overcharge clients. The study also revealed that rural customers faced other challenges, such as inadequate redress mechanisms, transaction delays, and denials more than urban customers (Mohammad and Pelupessy 2017).

According to the 2019 FinAccess Survey, in Kenya, more people in rural areas (42.2 percent) depend on their own financial knowledge than those in the urban areas (35.8 percent).

In some countries, agent liquidity challenges are more prevalent in rural areas (Harihareswara et al. 2019; White 2020; Kiarie et al. 2018).
V. SPECIAL FOCUS: OVERINDEBTEDNESS OF DIGITAL CREDIT USERS
DIGITAL LENDERS ARE MORE LIKELY TO FUEL UNHEALTHY BORROWING THAT RESULTS IN HIGHER DEFAULT RATES

More consumers can access digital credit products via mobile applications and peer-to-peer lending platforms. But these delivery channels expose them to numerous risks that lead to overindebtedness. Based on data from the 2019 FinAccess Survey, digital borrowers (21.1 percent) are more likely to default than informal borrowers (15.9 percent) and formal non-digital borrowers (6.9 percent). Additionally, 14 percent of digital borrowers reported specifically defaulting on a mobile banking or digital app loan (FSD Kenya 2019).

A study to evaluate the progress and challenges of digital credit in Kenya found that the proportion of digital loans (91.2 percent in 2018) not only increased but far surpassed that of traditional loans (8.8 percent in 2018). However, about 2.2 million people who obtained digital loans between 2016 and 2018 had non-performing loans (NPLs) and 49 percent of these digital borrowers had outstanding balances of less than US$10.

Consistent with other studies, poor transparency was evident as customers have low understanding of pricing and terms and conditions. Additionally, customers did not understand how their personal data was shared.

Borrowers who defaulted at least once on a loan in the past year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Borrower uses digital loan</th>
<th>Borrower uses formal credit but not digital</th>
<th>Borrower uses informal sources only</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21.1%</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
<td>15.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Loan stacking refers to a borrower having multiple loans outstanding at the same time, which thereby affects their ability to afford timely repayment. It is also an indicator of identity fraud.

OVERINDEBTEDNESS IS AN OUTCOME OF A COMBINATION OF SEVERAL DFS CONSUMER RISKS

Overindebted digital credit consumers face multiple risks

- **FRAUD**
  - Unauthorized mobile apps and P2P platforms

- **DATA MISUSE**
  - Privacy intrusion
  - Unfair practices (e.g., social shaming)

- **LACK OF TRANSPARENCY**
  - Unsuitable products
  - Rates (APR) not disclosed

- **INADEQUATE REDRESS MECHANISMS**
  - No redress system available

**AGENT-RELATED RISKS**
Agents repeatedly call borrowers; agents contact close relatives and friends

**NETWORK DOWNTIME**
Transaction (repayment) failure when the system is slow or down

**Broad risks that contribute to overindebtedness**

**Cross-cutting risks that contribute to overindebtedness**

**Negative outcomes**
Consumers become overindebted and engage in loan stacking (i.e., getting multiple loans within a short period to repay existing loans). Consumers may also skip meals, sell assets, or fail to pay children’s school fees.
OVERINDEBTEDNESS HAS CONCERNING IMPACTS ON PEOPLE’S LIVES AND LIVELIHOODS

It affects consumers’ ability to weather shocks and leads to negative coping mechanisms

Overindebtedness may lead people to take detrimental actions which affect their ability to weather shocks and stresses. In Tanzania and Kenya, a study found that people reduced their food purchases or borrowed more money to repay existing debt.

Another study in Kenya found that using digital credit increased the probability of selling household assets to repay a loan and increased the likelihood of having more loans, which reduced household welfare (Wamalwa et al. 2019).

Indicators of repayment distress (e.g., reducing food purchases, overborrowing, taking a child out of school) for digital borrowers resemble those of informal borrowers more than those of other formal borrowers (FSD Kenya 2019).

According to media reports in China, Kenya, and India, some overindebted people who experienced social shaming committed suicide (Zhang and Woo 2017; Faux 2020; Mashal and Kumar 2021; Singh 2021a, 2021b).

Evidence from Sweden shows that over-indebted people are nine times more likely to be ill and seven times more likely to be hopeless than those not affected by overindebtedness (Political Economy Research Centre 2015; Ferreira et al. 2021; Ahlström and Tjulander 2020).

Actions taken to repay digital loans in Kenya and Tanzania

VI. THE PATH FORWARD: A CALL TO ACTION
WHAT THIS MEANS FOR REGULATORS AND SUPERVISORS

There is an urgent need for proactive measures that maintain consumer trust in DFS and ensure positive outcomes

If the growth of DFS consumer risks is not reversed, vulnerable consumers may lose trust in digital finance. **Regulators and supervisors** have a critical role to play in mitigating these risks.

Regulators and supervisors can implement tools and measures for timely monitoring and intervention to mitigate DFS risks and minimize customer harm, including:

- Adopting market monitoring tools to get a better understanding of the situation on a timely and continuous basis, especially for women and vulnerable segments.
- Including regulatory requirements that relate to specific topics such as cyber security, transparency, data management, complaints handling, etc.
- Ensuring strong enforcement of supervisory rules.
- Developing coordination mechanisms to engage nonfinancial-sector regulators (e.g., competition, telecom, and data protection authorities; law enforcement agencies).
- Helping to refocus financial inclusion on customer outcomes rather than access and usage.
- Lobbying government to expand support to consumer protection frameworks.
WHAT THIS MEANS FOR DONORS AND INVESTORS

Donors and investors can help promote responsible DFS practices

Donors can include assessment of consumer risks in DFS project design and evaluations. They can also support financial and digital literacy of vulnerable consumers to build customer awareness around risks. Donors can also facilitate and support:

- Coordination among financial, data, and telecoms regulators.
- Dialogue between policymakers, regulators, supervisors, DFS providers, and consumer associations.
- Governance frameworks.
- Enabling infrastructure (e.g., ID systems, etc.).
- The funding of research on consumer risks.

Investors can analyze risk management mechanisms and consumer protection policies of investees during due diligence. They can also promote responsible finance standards among DFS providers (e.g., by signing up to investor guidelines on responsible DFS investing). They can also influence investee companies to empower consumers through better digital financial literacy.
WHAT THIS MEANS FOR DFS PROVIDERS

DFS providers have a critical role to play since they deal directly with customers

To help customers identify and mitigate risks, DFS providers are encouraged to imbed financial literacy into business models and develop industry-wide mechanisms to promote responsible DFS practices. Providers can also measure financial health of their clients and develop customer-centric business models that focus on providing positive outcomes for their customers (UNSGSA 2021; CGAP Customer-Centric Guide). Additionally, they can strengthening and continuously improve their cyber resilience.

Other measures providers can take include improving:
• Complaints-handling processes.
• Product design to minimize risks.
• Transparency of products.
• Agent liquidity management.
• System availability via frequent upgrades to information technology systems.
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WHAT THIS MEANS FOR CONSUMER GROUPS AND RESEARCHERS

Consumer groups and researchers also have roles to play

**Consumer groups** can help raise consumer awareness on DFS risks and mitigation strategies. They can also:
- Help affected consumers, especially vulnerable consumers, to file complaints.
- Provide consumers with information about risks.
- Provide consumers with legal and other support.
- Offer compensation funds.
- Notify supervisors and regulators of emerging consumer concerns.

**Researchers** can continue to fill the gaps identified in this research, such as the lack of gender disaggregated data and the lack of evidence on the impact of risks on consumers – particularly vulnerable consumers.
CGAP’s Solutions for Protecting Vulnerable Customers

CGAP promotes an approach where regulators, supervisors, providers, and market facilitators focus on ensuring positive outcomes to customers in their financial journeys. We offer three types of solutions:

The CGAP Market Monitoring Toolkit (MMT)
CGAP has developed a toolkit for market conduct authorities and other actors that includes regulatory report analysis, complaints analysis, mystery shopping, and phone surveys. The toolkit enables supervisors to assess risks affecting consumers and take corrective action as needed.

Mechanisms to elevate the collective consumer voice (CCV)
CGAP identified three mechanisms to empower consumers to share their experience and influence regulation: consumer groups/associations, regulatory consultative bodies, and technology and social media. CGAP is currently working on pilots to illustrate how these mechanisms can empower consumers.

Showcasing responsible DFS providers
CGAP is showcasing and promoting customer-centric DFS providers that adopt responsible business models and distribution channels (e.g., agents) that protect consumers and their data from risks.

Related CGAP Resources:
- Leadership Essay: It’s Time to Change the Equation on Consumer Protection
- Blog Series: Cybersecurity and Financial Inclusion: Protecting Customers, Building Trust
- Blog Post: Analyzing Social Media to Spot Digital Consumer Credit Risks in India

Please consult the Annex for solutions implemented by other organizations.
### DETAILED LIST: RISKS IN THE FOUR BROAD RISK TYPES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRAUD</th>
<th>DATA MISUSE</th>
<th>LACK OF TRANSPARENCY</th>
<th>INADEQUATE REDRESS MECHANISMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• SIM swap/account takeover fraud</td>
<td>• Algorithmic bias</td>
<td>• Incomplete/unclear pricing information</td>
<td>• Unclear complaints procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Internal fraud (e.g., unauthorized access to customer information, unauthorized fees)</td>
<td>• Unfair practice (e.g., selling unsuitable product, aggressive marketing/cross-selling, abusive debt collection practice such as social shaming)</td>
<td>• Unfair practice (e.g., selling unsuitable product, aggressive marketing/cross-selling, abusive debt collection practice such as social shaming)</td>
<td>• Expensive complaints-handling system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Synthetic identity fraud</td>
<td>• Privacy intrusion</td>
<td>• Complex/confusing interface/menu</td>
<td>• Time-consuming complaints procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Card fraud (e.g., card not present fraud, counterfeit card)</td>
<td>• Opaque decision making</td>
<td>• Inaccessible terms/fees, including complicated disclosure format</td>
<td>• Slow redress process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Biometric ID fraud</td>
<td>• Data breach (+ amplified cyber risk)</td>
<td>• Inability to compare products</td>
<td>• Unresponsive or poorly trained staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mobile app fraud/smartphone espionage</td>
<td>• Uninformed consent</td>
<td>• Unexplained/hidden/undisclosed fees</td>
<td>• Lack of appropriate channels to report issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Unlicensed digital investment/Ponzi scheme</td>
<td>• Inaccurate profiling and no data integrity</td>
<td>• Data handling practices not disclosed</td>
<td>• Difficulty settling cross-border disputes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Social engineering fraud (i.e., phishing, smishing, vishing, impersonation)</td>
<td>• Matthew effect</td>
<td>• Complex legal language and excessive information that overloads/confuses consumers</td>
<td>• Incomplete or unsatisfactory dispute resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Social media scam (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, etc.)</td>
<td>• Liability allocation risk</td>
<td>• No notice regarding referrals</td>
<td>• Untrained and unmonitored agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Money transfer fraud (e.g., advance fee scam, extortion, sympathy scam, purported wrong transfer)</td>
<td>• DFS provider failure to safeguard customer personal data</td>
<td>• Product’s inherent risks not communicated to customer</td>
<td>• Social norms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mobile browser fraud/pharming</td>
<td>• Customer failure to safeguard personal data</td>
<td>• Misleading advertisement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Counterfeit device</td>
<td>• Data handling practices not disclosed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Infrastructure compromise (e.g., ATM/mobile money)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mobile device theft/sharing of devices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Authorized push payment scam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Detailed List: Risks in the Two Cross-Cutting Risk Types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent-Related Risks</th>
<th>Network Downtime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Fewer female agents</td>
<td>• Distributed denial of service (DDS) attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Social norms</td>
<td>• Inadequate DFS infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fewer rural agents</td>
<td>• Insufficiently tested system upgrade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fraud/overcharging/fee markup/unauthorized fees</td>
<td>• Power outages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Access to customer PIN (theft/compromise)</td>
<td>• Inadequate disaster recovery and business continuity plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Poor dispute resolution by agents</td>
<td>• Risky customer behavior (e.g., leaving cash, PIN, or phone with others)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Limited product awareness</td>
<td>• Incomplete and interrupted transactions/inaccessible funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Manipulation of customers</td>
<td>• No confirmation message – may lead to duplicate transactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Unfair treatment of customers/discrimination based on social status</td>
<td>• Unresolved complaint (e.g., agent/service provider fails to check transaction status or connect with DFS provider)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Insufficient agent liquidity that may lead to transaction splitting, denial of transactions, or bulk payments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Untrained and unmonitored agents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Agent risks Risks emanating from a DFS user’s interactions with the designated agent of a DFS provider.

Cybersecurity The practice of defending computers, servers, mobile devices, electronic systems, networks, and data from malicious attacks.

Data misuse The risk that an entity or person uses a DFS customer’s data or information for purposes it is not intended for.

Digital financial services (DFS) All financial services provided through digital channels such as mobile phones, ATMs, point-of-sale (PoS) terminals, near field communication (NFC)-enabled devices, chips, electronically enabled cards, biometric devices, tablets, phablets, and other digital channels – whether savings, payments, credit, insurance, remittances, investment, or variations of these. Includes services accessed via agents and third-party networks.

DFS consumer risk A condition or factor that exposes a consumer to potential or actual harm or loss (both financial and nonfinancial) while using DFS.

Fraud The risk that intentionally deceptive actions by an entity or person will cause a DFS consumer financial loss.

Lack of transparency The risk that terms, conditions, fees, and other DFS features are not understood by a customer.

Inadequate redress mechanisms The risk that a DFS user has no channel for complaints or complaints are not appropriately addressed.

Network downtime The risk that technological failure prevents a customer from using DFS.

Overindebtedness* An individual or household is overindebted when their existing and expected resources are insufficient to meet their financial commitments without lowering their standard of living.

Vulnerable customers** Low-income customers as well as groups that are less served, such as youth, elderly people, women, rural populations, refugees, etc. CGAP’s consumer protection program has a particular focus on women and rural segments.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

* Adapted from Giovanni D’Alessio and Stefano Iezzi’s Household Overindebtedness Definition and measurement with Italian Data.

** CGAP acknowledges that vulnerability can be defined differently. For example, the Financial Conduct Authority defines a vulnerable customer as someone who, due to their personal circumstances, is especially susceptible to harm, particularly when a firm is not acting with appropriate levels of care.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Reviewed 175 publications/articles

• 94 publications mentioned an increase or decrease in risk; 81 only mentioned the nature of risks
• 40 additional publications and articles (DFS benefits, solutions, etc.)
• Please refer to References section for a list of publications and articles

Consulted 74 global, regional, and national experts from 33 institutions

• Think tanks/research institutions
• Funders/investors
• Industry associations
• Providers
• Policy/supervisory entities
• Please refer to slides 52-54 for a list of institutions and individuals consulted

Incorporated expert feedback

• Initial findings resonated with most experts
• Updated some sections
• Added several new sections
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<td>Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), USA</td>
<td>Mary Griffin</td>
<td>Executive Director - Cooperative Development Foundation, formerly Senior Advisor - Office of Community Affairs at CFPB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumers International</td>
<td>Antonino Serra Cambacers</td>
<td>Advocacy Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matthew Jones</td>
<td>Project Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Klaus Prochaska</td>
<td>Head, Financial Sector Development and Insurance, GIZ Headquarters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ)</td>
<td>Florian Berndt</td>
<td>Senior Advisor, Financial Systems Development, Financial Inclusion and Responsible Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Saliya Kanathigoda</td>
<td>Program Advisor, Digital Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marian Engelbarts</td>
<td>Advisor for Financial System Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indradeep Ghosh</td>
<td>Executive Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dvara Research</td>
<td>Deepthi George</td>
<td>Deputy ED and Head of Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beni Chugh</td>
<td>Research Manager</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# CONSULTATIONS (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Individuals Consulted</th>
<th>Designation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enhancing Financial Innovation and Access (EFInA) Nigeria</td>
<td>Henry Chukwu</td>
<td>Program Specialist, Digital Financial Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Betty Wilkinson</td>
<td>Chief Executive Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Sector Deepening (FSD) Zambia</td>
<td>Charity Chikumbi</td>
<td>Director, Policy and Digital Financial Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William Sichombo</td>
<td>Head, Policy and Digital Financial Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Sector Deepening (FSD) Africa</td>
<td>Shakila Kerre</td>
<td>Digital Economy Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stella Klemperer</td>
<td>Strategy Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tina Moran</td>
<td>Senior Investment Analyst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flourish Ventures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSM Association (GSMA)</td>
<td>Saad Farooq</td>
<td>Senior Manager, Advocacy (Mobile Money)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ashley Olson Onyango</td>
<td>Head of Financial Inclusion and Agritech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Julianne Mweheire</td>
<td>Data and Insights Director, Mobile Money Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brian Muthiara</td>
<td>Policy and Regulatory Workstream Lead, Mobile Money Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Claire Sibthorpe</td>
<td>Head of Connected Women, Connected Society and Assistive Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniele Tricarico</td>
<td>Director Research and Insights Research, Agritech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sonia Pietosi</td>
<td>Insights Manager, Agritech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation for Poverty Action (IPA)</td>
<td>Rafe Mazer</td>
<td>Project Director, Consumer Protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel Putman</td>
<td>Postdoctoral Fellow, Consumer Protection Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rebecca Rouse</td>
<td>Program Director, Financial Inclusion Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Finance Corporation (IFC)</td>
<td>Lory Camba Opem</td>
<td>Operations Officer and Responsible Finance Lead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Telecommunication Union (ITU)</td>
<td>Venkatesen Mauree</td>
<td>Program Coordinator, Study Groups Department, Standardization Bureau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bilal Jamoussi</td>
<td>Chief, Study Groups Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastercard Center for Inclusive Growth</td>
<td>Daniel Barker</td>
<td>Vice President for Research and Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ali Schmidt-Fellner</td>
<td>Manager for Knowledge and Insights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leslie Meek-Wohl</td>
<td>Director for Global Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroSave Consulting (MSC)</td>
<td>Elizabeth Berthe</td>
<td>Associate Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graham Wright</td>
<td>Founder and Group Managing Director of MSC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## CONSULTATIONS (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Individuals Consulted</th>
<th>Designation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observatory of the Quality of Financial Services (Senegal)</td>
<td>Habib Ndao</td>
<td>Secrétaire Exécutif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dr Aliou Diop</td>
<td>Expert financier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>Anne Catherine Tchokonté</td>
<td>Head of Mobile Financial Services Diversification, Middle East and Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peruvian Financial Regulatory Authority</td>
<td>Elias Roger Vargas Laredo</td>
<td>Deputy Assistant Superintendent of Market Conduct and Interest Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mariela Zaldívar</td>
<td>Deputy Superintendent of Market Conduct and Financial Inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Performance Task Force (SPTF)</td>
<td>Anton Simanowitz</td>
<td>Director for Customer Centricity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laura Foose</td>
<td>Executive Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amelia Greenberg</td>
<td>Deputy Director of Responsible Inclusive Finance Facility for Africa and Middle East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alexis Ditkowsky</td>
<td>Agile Delivery Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Naomi Bourne</td>
<td>Policy Analyst, Digital Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jeremiah Grossman</td>
<td>Digital Policy Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Nations Secretary-General’s Special Advocate for Inclusive Finance for Development (UNSGSA)</td>
<td>Pia Tayag</td>
<td>Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peter McConaghy</td>
<td>Policy Advisor - Financial Sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Symington</td>
<td>Policy Advisor - Fintech &amp; Digital Payments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nancy Widjaja</td>
<td>Policy Advisor - Financial Health &amp; Private Sector Engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Agency for International Development (USAID)</td>
<td>Paul Nelson</td>
<td>Senior Digital Finance Advisor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visa</td>
<td>Amina Tirana</td>
<td>Head of Policy and Measurement, Social Impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Bank Responsible Financial Access (RFA) Team</td>
<td>Jennifer Chien</td>
<td>Senior Financial Sector Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gian Boeddu</td>
<td>Senior Financial Sector Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Bank G2PX</td>
<td>Vyjayanti T. Desai</td>
<td>Practice Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Georgina Marin</td>
<td>Program Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minita Mary Varghese</td>
<td>Consultant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women’s World Banking</td>
<td>Sonja Kelly</td>
<td>Research and Advocacy for Women’s Economic Inclusion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OTHER RISK TYPOLOGIES CONSIDERED

Chose the four broad risk types to cater to a diverse audience
OTHER EXAMPLES: THE EVOLVING SCALE OF DFS CONSUMER RISKS

The volume and impact of social media scams is rapidly rising

A study by Consumers International (2019) in nine countries identified investment scams and imposter scams as the top two scams perpetrated through social media.

Approximately 4 billion people (about 50 percent of the global population) use social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, and Instagram (Statista 2021). Social media presents a great opportunity for fraudsters to trick unsuspecting DFS users. Consumers International also reports that the Swedish Consumer Agency found that consumers with physical or cognitive impairments, low incomes, low levels of education, and poor language skills were more likely to become victims of subscription traps.

Consumers International further notes that data from the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission show that the amount of money lost through social media scams quadrupled between 2015 and 2018 – from AUS$3.8 million to AUS$13.1 million.

In the United States, data from the Federal Trade Commission (2020) show that reports of scams started on social media and money lost through such scams rose massively between 2016 and 2020.

In developing and emerging countries, there have been several media reports about people being defrauded through social media scams. But data to assess the evolution of scams are not readily available.

OTHER EXAMPLES: THE EVOLVING SCALE OF DFS CONSUMER RISKS

Lost business accounted for the largest proportion of breach costs, indicating that data breaches may lead to a loss of confidence in the formal financial sector.

Although the average total cost of a data breach has not massively increased since 2015, the financial sector has persistently recorded a higher average total cost than all other sectors. However, it is worth noting that between 2020 and 2021, the average cost of a data breach for all sectors increased by 11 percent while the average cost in the financial sector reduced by 2.2 percent. This slight improvement in the financial sector may be attributed to improved cyber security measures adopted by players involved.

To calculate the total cost of a data breach, IBM considers expenses such as providing full credit monitoring subscriptions, discounts for future products/sales, and lost business/customers.

In 2020–2021, at 38 percent, lost business accounted for the largest proportion of breach costs. This may indicate to the financial inclusion community that exposing customer data would result in loss of confidence in the financial sector and ultimately contribute to financial exclusion.
An analysis of mobile/digital wallet complaints received by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB 2021) shows a massive increase in complaints after March 2020, coinciding with the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic. Of 9,480 complaints received between October 2018 and June 2021, 76 percent (7,208) were reported after March 2020. Complaints linked to managing/opening/closing a mobile wallet account made up the largest proportion (45 percent), followed by fraud/scams (23 percent) and unauthorized transactions (22 percent).

Mierzwinski et al. (2021) notes that while payment app websites warn consumers about scams, they provide very little recourse for fraud victims. Furthermore, unlike credit cards—which are regulated under the Truth In Lending Act and the Fair Credit Billing Act—and debit cards—which are covered under the Electronic Fund Transfer Act (EFTA)—there are no regulations for P2P transactions. Although the EFTA extends to P2P transactions, it may not always apply.

Considering that a developed country like the United States has such redress issues, we infer that problems may be worse in developing and emerging countries.

* An independent entity in the United States, CFPB is responsible for consumer protection in the financial sector. CFPB deals with complaints that FSPs fail to resolve.
SOLUTIONS | FRAUD

EXAMPLES: SOLUTIONS TO MITIGATE DFS CONSUMER RISKS

Most emerging solutions involve the application of technology.

Please note: Examples in this section are anecdotal as the research did not focus on solutions.

Artificial intelligence (AI) fraud detection systems may help detect and mitigate fraud (Experian 2020; FSB 2017; Calzolari 2021). Additionally, supervisors can use AI to monitor fraud in the financial sector. For example:

- The Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) uses natural language processing (NLP) and other technologies to identify and extract entities of interest.
- The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) is exploring the use of AI and machine learning for analysis and identification of suspicious transactions that warrant further attention.
- The United States Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) uses big data analytics and machine learning algorithms to detect possible fraud and misconduct.

Sensitization by financial sector supervisors and law enforcement agencies has helped mitigate fraud in some cases. For example, 2020 media reports* indicate that United Arab Emirates experienced a drop in SIM swap fraud after the country’s Central Bank and police launched a major nationwide awareness campaign.


Based on research by Buku and Mazer (2017), CGAP recommends the following measures to mitigate fraud in mobile financial services:

- Comprehensive fraud management programs
- Compliance monitoring and agent recruitment, training and management programs
- Incorporating product risk assessment into risk management programs
- Comprehensive agent fraud prevention measures (e.g., training and sensitization)
- Provision of an effective complaints channel
- Effective staff recruitment
IBM’s Cost of a Data Breach Report 2021 shows that companies with security AI (e.g., fraud detection systems) and automation take fewer days to identify and contain a data breach. For example, in 2021 it took companies with security AI and automation an average of 247 days to detect and contain a data breach, compared with 324 days for those that had not deployed a system.

Additionally, companies that deployed security AI and automation experienced 80 percent lower average costs associated with a data breach in 2021 (US$2.91 million) than those with no system in place (US$6.71 million).

Investment in security AI and automation can significantly reduce the average time to identify and respond to a data breach.

**EXAMPLES OF SOLUTIONS TO MITIGATE DFS CONSUMER RISKS**

Source: Adapted from IBM’s Cost of a Data Breach Report 2021.
Other solutions to mitigate data misuse

Approaches to mitigate algorithmic bias

Adopt national AI strategies that incorporate ethical considerations. In 2017, Canada became the first country to publish a national AI strategy. By December 2020, more than 30 additional countries, including China, Japan, France, Germany, India, Mexico, Estonia, the United States, Russia, and Indonesia, had published similar strategies. Others, including Brazil, Argentina, Kenya, and Malaysia, have announced plans to develop AI strategies (Daniel et al. 2021).

Conduct algorithmic audits. In 2020 a U.S. federal court ruled that “independent research aimed at uncovering whether online algorithms result in racial, gender, or other discrimination does not violate the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act” (Rizzi et al. 2021; Deloitte 2020; Kassir 2020; Calzolari 2021; Andrews 2021, FSB 2017). However, algorithmic audits require skills and expertise that most auditors and financial supervisors currently do not have.

Based on research by Medine and Murthy (2020), CGAP recommends:

1. **Shift Onus On Provider**
   - Place new responsibilities onto data collectors and processors, rather than relying on consumer consent. Two options:
     - **Legitimate Purposes Test**: Only allowed to use data in ways that benefit the customer.
     - **Fiduciary Duty**: Must always act in the interests of the customer.

2. **Digital Bill of Rights**
   - Empower consumers to control their own data by allowing them to easily access, correct and port data free of charge.

3. **Privacy Representatives**
   - Ensure fairness in processing of data through privacy representatives who can review consumers’ data profiles and check algorithmic models for fairness, bias and exclusion.
Examples of solutions to mitigate DFS consumer risks

Examples of “social listening” tools: analytics dashboards within social media platforms and commercial tools

Innovation for Poverty Action (IPA) and Citibeats (2021) collected social media data in Nigeria, Kenya, and Uganda from Twitter, Facebook, and the Google Play Store to understand problems faced by DFS consumers.

Using 4.5 million social media messages collected from commercial banks, telecommunication companies, fintech startups, and microfinance institutions between July 1, 2019 and July 1, 2020, text analysis and human input identified key issues consumers faced. Inter alia, they found that:

- Twitter and Facebook are mainly used by DFS users to report consumer protection issues, particularly those related to customer care. Google Play is used to report operational failures.
- Service providers respond when customers post issues on social media, but response rates vary considerably. Provider response rates are higher on Facebook (5 to 46 percent) and Google Play (8 to 58 percent) than on Twitter (0.04 to 1.2 percent).

In the Philippines, a chatbot solution called BSP’s Online Budd allows customers to file complaints via social media and other communications platforms. The chatbot uses AI technologies, such as machine learning and NLP, to process complaints and directly respond or escalate to a call center that files complaints to a central database (Duflos, Griffin, and Valenzuela 2021).

According to a survey by the American Bankers Association, 63 percent of banks already use social media to monitor complaints for risk management purposes while 12 percent intend to do so within one or two years (World Bank 2019).

However, using social media may introduce other risks for DFS providers and consumers (see the Federal Financial Institutions’ Examination Council’s 2013 social media guidance). Additionally, social media is not effective for less tech-savvy consumers, such as low-income women and rural populations who normally do not use it.

CGAP recently conducted a study and used social media data from Twitter and the Google Play Store to identify key issues that affect digital credit borrowers in India.

The study employed NLP and applied the consumer risk typology discussed in this paper to categorize consumer issues in India (Duflos et al. 2021a, 2021b).
### Examples of Solutions to Mitigate DFS Consumer Risks

Financial education programs may mitigate some risks, but this depends on the mode of delivery.

According to the OECD (2017), few DFS-focused financial education programs address the needs of vulnerable groups.

---

#### Armenia (rural)
Impact of two-day financial education workshops

- In the short term, the workshops had a positive and significant impact on financial literacy and trust (AFI 2018).
- After six months, short-term positive and significant impact diminished, implying negligible long-term impact (AFI 2020).

#### Malawi (urban)
Impact of financial literacy-focused interactive voice response (IVR) module informing customers of the importance of understanding loan terms, repayment, and fees

- The IVR module improved knowledge of loan fees and loan repayment in the short term and increased borrowing.
- There was also some evidence of improvements in borrowers’ well-being (Robinson and Dupas 2020).

#### Tanzania (rural)
Impact of interactive SMS-customized learning content based on consumers’ preferences and responses

- Farmers who accessed the learning platform saved at rates over five times greater than those who did not access the platform.
- Farmers who accessed the learning platform took out larger loans and had a higher repayment than those who did not.
- Farmers who viewed more screens had more financial activity (Mazer 2016).
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